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Soulful vocals and R&B music with catchy hooks define this young artist style, creativity and passion that

will have you dancing and singing out loud. 20 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, BLUES: Juke Joint Blues

Show all album songs: All Grown Up Songs Details: Jazzy Records Soul/R&B Artist Tyree Neal From the

early age of 15 months, Tyree Neal has been drawn to perform on the live band stage. Coming from a

large musical talented family, the birth giant of the late Blues Legend Raful Neal, Patriarch of the Neal

Legacy, Tyree Neal continues to represent the Neal Family. Coming from a strong blues background,

Tyree Neal is also a writer, producer and performer in the hip-hop, r&b, and rap genre. His most

rewarding experiences were as Musical Director, Lead Guitarist and Vocalist for the late legendary Blues

Diva, Ms.Jackie Neal. Tyree Neal continues to perfect his talent and dedication to his families musical

influence with the release of his 2nd CD titled "All Grown Up". The title is a perfect fit for this multi talented

artist. This 2nd CD contains collaborations from guest, Jazzy Records Rap artist "Bro Bro" aka Tyrell

Neal, Maple Music Soul/Acoustic artist Syreeta Neal as well as Soul/R&B Legend Sir Charles Jones on

the hit single "Whiskey and Beer". The CD also contains with the help of modern technology, a voice

cameo appearance by Ms. Jackie Neal on the track "Zydeco". The long awaited 2nd CD is a little over a

year behind in it's release due to Tyree Neal's overwhelming producer schedule. At the end of his

"Stepping out at 22" promotional tour, the sought after producer-musician Tyree Neal continued to stay

busy writing, producing and performing under the aka "Main Line". This latest release "All Grown Up" will

definitely have the "Juke Joint Women" dancin  drinkin "Whiskey and Beer" til 3 in the morning and not

just on the "Weekend". Contact Info: Juan Magee 225-284-7038 Charlene Neal 225-939-5167 web site:

myspace.com/tyreenealband
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